
Next-Dim efficiently and effectively 
detects, prevents and de-risks from 
multiple types of money Laundering, fraud 
and criminal activity. 

Customers and Businesses alike are suffering due to 
the Bank’s inability to distinguish malicious from 
legitimate activity - The millions invested in getting 
right the “Customer Journey” are severely in peril.  
The current transactional monitoring rule-based 
products, the “heart” of AML systems, produce high ratio 
of false positives and an ineffective process despite the 
huge amount of human resources deployed.
Current working processes are no longer a match for 
the sophistication and abilities of criminals, with 
many cases identified and handled only at hindsight. 

The Next-Dim solution is domain adjusted and Inherently Explainable, it is crafted for Anti Financial Crime by 
experienced domain experts. 
Identify ‘foes’ and focus your investigation there, keep the ‘friends’ active, safe and consuming financial services. 
Close AML alerts in batches rather than the never ending one by one review process, saving valuable human and 
time resources. 
Surface patterns of usage comparing actual customer activity to expected activity, facilitating efficient KYC 
recertification. 

Next-Dim revolutionizes the way financial institutions handle Anti Financial Crime. 
Providing the solution that enables your business to grow, in a compliant and customer friendly manner.

For more information, please visit www.next-dim.com or send a note to info@next-dim.com

Financial Service providers today are assessed by 
the regulators based on results rather than on effort 
made or resources invested (same as in the cyber 
security domain).
Next-Dim utilizes an innovative, high performance 
network analysis technology and automatic 
discovery algorithms to identify and explain irregular 
patterns within large networks of financial 
transactions, payment activity, crypto-currencies 
and social networks. 
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